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Dear Tony,
After nearly a decade I have come back to the UK and stumbled across
the Farrell Report which effectively says that I masterminded 7/7 to steal
the intellectual property rights of a Ms Charles Seven.

It gets better I

then have spent the last 10 years terrorising the poor woman.
Wow!

Well I read your 250 page work of fiction with amusement,

have tried to point out to one or two of

and I

the silly sites that because you

say black is white it does not make it so, so for the record:
1.

I met Ms Seven once twelve years ago, she was invited to an

open day at my studio and given the opportunity to meet with a number
of commissioning influencers.
2.

I remember her because she wanted us all to sign NDAs before

showing us her 'gold mine' of ideas.

We all refused, she showed us

anyway her ideas were utter, utter pants. Every idea was a copy of
something already done many, many times.

A decade on all she is doing is

saying that anything that covered Dance and fitness were her ideas - it's
so laughable as to be sad.

3.

For the last decade I have gone about my business not as a media

mogul ( thanks for that) but as a Global Programme Director who
broadcasts a well-known Radio Show on the side.

I also direct the odd

vid but alas not UKIP's which was done by Wailing Banshee - I effected
the intro though ( so there was a smidgeon of truth in your note).

I do

however, have a cat that I stroke slowly and laugh at with that James
Bond like maniacal cackle as befits any international terrorist.
Ms Seven had a few pics in a mag years ago apparently, she has never
been a successful anything.

None of us is bothering suing you or

restraining you because, it would play in to your paranoia - what is sad
though is to try and make a living or take any advantage in life from the
deaths of those who die in terrorist attacks.
than you.

The families deserve better

If you are an analyst re read your report and do some proper

analysis.
Publish the emails, I am supposed to have written - You won't cos there
are none!
Publish the Programme formats - and listen as the industry falls about
laughing!
Publish the dates of the attacks on Ms Seven and my involvement! I won't
stop you!
Conspiracy theories are fine and you are entitled to speculate..but matey
because you say Charles Seven is right does not make it so.

From what I

can see you have not been just asking 'searching questions' you have been
supplying

your own answers without any corroboration other than the

fevered imaginings of sad Ms Seven ( what is her real name, by the way).
I will give you a special mention on this Sunday's show.
However, in the meantime remove my images from your report - you do
not have my permission to use them and I look fat in the last two.
Richard J Hannah
www.thebighradioshow.com

